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The must have accreditation for
Building & Trade Contractors

What are we obliged
to verify?

Have you ever wondered why as a small building contractor you
don’t get to work on larger projects? Have you ever wondered why
some larger organisations don’t approach you, even though you
know you could do the job?

A number of pieces of legislation
require or imply the need for
some form of verification of an
organisation before awarding a
contract. These days all of these
individual requirements have
been captured in documents
most usually called PreQualification Questionnaires or
Invitations to Tender. These are
Client documents and are used to
decide the suitability of an organisation to tender or be awarded a
contract. More often than not as
a minimum they will assess:

In our experience more often than not its because small building
contractors do not realise it is a legal requirement for Clients &
Principal Contractors to be satisfied as to your competence,
skills and qualifications before employing you. You therefore
tend to submit incomplete or poor quality information.
How do we know? Because this year alone we have carried out
over 250 assessments on small to medium building and trade contractors on behalf of Clients, Client Agents and Principal Contractors
and as a whole have completed in excess of 1000 assessments of
organisations like yours! We hold and maintain approved supplier
lists for many of our Clients, therefore what you tell us, we tell them.



Organisational & professional
standing

No Second Chances



Financial stability

Never has the term ‘first impressions count’ meant so much as when
you are competing for that next project. The procurement process for
any Client is both costly and time consuming therefore it is generally
only done once — there are no second chances and very few opportunities to provide direct feedback. When we do talk to unsuccessful
contractors we hear the same thing time and again “If only we had
known”.



Insurance provision



Health & Safety arrangements



Environmental & Sustainability commitments

So what can you do?



Resources & Availability

Well one thing you can do is test your organisation against the PQQ
process but only this time receive a detailed report on your strengths
and weaknesses. You can also look to gain accreditation through a
scheme that visibly demonstrates an ability to meet the criteria. What
you can’t do is simply nothing!

Clients are looking to accredited
membership schemes to supplement or in some cases replace
the process.

Finally ask yourself can you afford for your business to keep missing out

For most projects the assessment of organisational capability is a pre-requisite to
awarding a contract.

Any contractor achieving a level of accreditation with us has access to our submissions support team.

So what are we offering & why should it interest
you?
Simply put, with the current contraction in construction output a smaller a number of Clients are commissioning construction work, therefore there is increased competition amongst the supply chain for the opportunity to deliver it. If your competitors are accredited to a standard and you are not—then the likelihood of you being asked to tender is remote.
Also with the upsurge of trade referral websites, domestic clients have far more information at their fingertips than ever
before—purchasing decisions are being made based on what is said and written about you. Credible proof of you being
assessed to a high standard by an independent body will help you stand out within these websites.
There are a range of accreditation options, depending on who your clients are or who you want them to be.
Once assessed and your application accepted you become a member of our scheme. Membership gives
you immediate access to our submissions support team and importantly allows you to put your Clients in
touch with us if they want to know more*
Report Only
The assessment only option is for contractors that have never applied for any type of accreditation before. We will
carry out the assessment based on the information you supply as if it was for a real Client or Large Contractor
against the government PAS 91 Standard. We will feedback our assessment findings to you and identify which aspects of the core criteria you may need to improve, and where possible identify options that may be available to you
to do so. You then chose as to whether to apply for accreditation or not.
Combined Accreditation
Combined accreditation is for those organisations that may already hold certain trade registrations but need to add to it—
for example NICEIC, FMB etc for the kind of works they generally bid for or to take on additional roles—Principal Contractor. For these applicants we will recognise part or all of the required elements where there is cross over. You will therefore only be assessed on any additional criteria. Successful applicants will be able to use the BCAS Member (Affiliated)
Logo ©
Full Accreditation
Full accreditation is for those organisations that wish to gain full accreditation, for works for Clients, Main Contractors
and Domestic Clients. Successful applicants will be able to use the BCAS Member (Full) Logo ©
Domestic Client
This accreditation is for those contractors whose main clients consist of homeowners. The assessment covers the
role of the Principal Designer & Principal Contractor in the domestic client context and successful applicants will be
able to use the BCAS Member (Domestic) Logo ©

Unlike other schemes, BCAS membership provides you with access to genuine submission support personnel to assist you with preparing and submitting your information.

What we
do…….
Compliance Principles
Ltd are a highly specialised team of assurance
practitioners, come together to provide our
clients with powerful
and individually tailored
assurance solutions to
their increasingly complex compliance challenges.
These include:


Contractor Assessment & Vetting



CDM 2015 Client
Advisor



FM Provision Assurance Support



Capital & FM Programme Assurance



CSR performance
reporting, validation
and monitoring programme design &
implementation

 Our scheme has been designed to also assist in the domestic cli-

Individual regulatory
requirement programmes and support.

 Additionally you don’t generally get to see the information that



If you would like to
know more about our
services and how we
may be able to assist
with your compliance
challenges please contact through our website
at
www.complianceprincipl
es.co.uk

Take the pressure out of the pre-qualification and assessment process

Benefits & Reasons to Consider
 The first thing to consider is the difference between our scheme

and many others. Our scheme is aimed at helping building contractors get through the burden of the qualification and tendering process associated with most construction projects. Most other
schemes are tailored to assisting the Client in making their choice.
ent market, most others do not. This is a large market and you
need to be able to stand out on comparison and trade reference
websites, this accreditation allows you to.
many Clients use when making appointment decisions. We will
provide you with an honest assessment that you can then use to
target those projects where you can have the highest chances of
success.
Finally
Membership of our scheme gives you access to an unprecedented level of other compliance related services at member discounted rates
for example Health & Safety Support, Project Management and Building Regulations Approvals etc that can support your ability to deliver.
You can of course go on wondering why you don’t get the opportunities others seem to, but if you would like to know more, require details of pricing and the application process please get in touch
through the contact us page on our website
www.complianceprinciples.co.uk.

